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ABSTRACT: Background: Investigators use instrumental tasks for objective assessment of parkinsonian motor disability and its drug response. To date, such studies on treated parkinsonian patients have not addressed acute and long-term effects of dopaminergic drugs. Objectives: To determine the impact of long-term dopaminergic therapy within a standardized levodopa challenge test design in combination with two repeatedly performed instrumental tasks, peg insertion and tapping, in previously treated and untreated parkinsonian patients. Results: Tapping significantly deteriorated within a standardized levodopa challenge test design in combination with two repeatedly performed instrumental tasks, peg insertion and tapping, in previously treated and untreated parkinsonian patients. Results of both tests differed between parkinsonian patients and matched controls. Conclusion: Worsening of cognitively less demanding tapping may result from upregulated presynaptic inhibitory feedback regulation, sedative effects of levodopa or dopamine overflow in untreated parkinsonian patients, who are sensitive to these effects in contrast to treated parkinsonian patients. Tapping is a task with autonomic repetitive performance and programming of standardised movements with a low need for cognitive effort. This autonomic functioning of attentional control and selective processing is intact in Parkinson’s disease. Peg insertion depends on more complex movements and thus hypothetically on dopamine-associated cognitive processes. Therefore, impairment of peg insertion responded to dopaminergic stimulation in both groups of parkinsonian patients. Future studies on the efficacy of antiparkinsonian drugs, using instrumental tasks for objective assessment, should consider long-term impact of antiparkinsonian drug therapy and associated cognitive efforts.

RÉSUMÉ: Le tapping et l’insertion de chevilles sur une planchette après l’administration de lévodopa chez des patients parkinsoniens traités et naïfs. Introduction: Les investigateurs utilisent des appareils comme outils d’évaluation objective de l’invalidité motrice et de la réponse thérapeutique chez les parkinsoniens. Jusqu’à maintenant, de telles études chez des parkinsoniens traités n’ont pas évalué les effets aigus et à long terme des médicaments dopaminergiques. Objectives: L’étude vise à déterminer l’impact de la thérapie dopaminergique à long terme dans le cadre d’un test standardisé de provocation à la lévodopa effectué en combinaison avec deux tâches, l’insertion de chevilles sur une planchette et le tapping, chez des parkinsoniens traités et non traités antérieurement. Résultats: Le tapping se détériorait significativement après l’administration de lévodopa chez les parkinsoniens non traités contrairement aux parkinsoniens traités. Par contre, les symptômes moteurs et l’insertion de chevilles sur une planchette s’amélioraient significativement dans les deux groupes de parkinsoniens. Les résultats des deux tests étaient différents chez les parkinsoniens et les contrôles appariés. Conclusion: Une détérioration du tapping, qui est moins exigeant au point de vue cognitif, peut résulter d’une régulation à la hausse de la rétroinhibition présynaptique, des effets sédatifs de la lévodopa ou à un excédent de dopamine chez les parkinsoniens non traités. Par contre, l’amélioration de l’insertion de chevilles sur une planchette, une tache plus exigeante au point de vue cognitif, a répondu à la stimulation dopaminergique chez les parkinsoniens. D’autres études sur l’efficacité des antiparkinsoniens au moyen d’outils pour l’évaluation objective devraient considérer l’impact à long terme des agents antiparkinsoniens et des efforts cognitifs associés.

Neurological examination of parkinsonian symptomatology uses various procedures for evaluation of the function of the extrapyramidal motor system. Typically, clinical rating scales are employed, but they suffer from interrater variability, relative insensitivity to subtle modifications of the disease and/or the subjective impact of the scoring examiner. Therefore, investigators developed complex quantitative instruments that objectively assess tremor and motor slowness but may only partially reflect all of the major motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease. In contrast, peg insertion with the Purdue pegboard shows a good test-retest reliability and correlates with the dopaminergic nigrostriatal deficit in PD. Tapping also assesses motor impairment and response to antiparkinsonian drugs. Previous studies on fine motor skills have largely enrolled treated parkinsonian patients (PP), sometimes taken off levodopa intake. In contrast, motor symptoms and peg insertion significantly improved in both groups of parkinsonian patients. Results of both tests differed between parkinsonian patients and matched controls. Conclusion: Worsening of cognitively less demanding tapping may result from upregulated presynaptic inhibitory feedback regulation, sedative effects of levodopa or dopamine overflow in untreated parkinsonian patients, who are sensitive to these effects in contrast to treated parkinsonian patients. Tapping is a task with autonomic repetitive performance and programming of standardised movements with a low need for cognitive effort. This autonomic functioning of attentional control and selective processing is intact in Parkinson’s disease. Peg insertion depends on more complex movements and thus hypothetically on dopamine-associated cognitive processes. Therefore, impairment of peg insertion responded to dopaminergic stimulation in both groups of parkinsonian patients. Future studies on the efficacy of antiparkinsonian drugs, using instrumental tasks for objective assessment, should consider long-term impact of antiparkinsonian drug therapy and associated cognitive efforts.
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Predominantly, these trials did not consider acute effects of prior application of dopaminergic drugs on their test outcomes. Moreover, no study has compared results of instrumental tasks in previously untreated PP and treated non-fluctuating PP after the standardized intake of an antiparkinsonian compound, since chronic dopaminergic therapy influences task performance.\textsuperscript{16}

The objectives of this study were to determine the impact of long-term dopaminergic therapy within a standardized levodopa challenge test design using instrumental tasks.

**Material and Methods**

**Subjects**

Table 1 shows clinical characteristics of the PP. All were in-patients. They received hospital food without a low protein diet. All fulfilled clinical diagnostic criteria for PD.\textsuperscript{17} Scores of unified Parkinson’s disease rating scales (UPDRS) II (p = 0.03) and UPDRS III (p = 0.04) significantly differed between treated and untreated PP, but there was no difference between them in age. Hoehn and Yahr (H&Y) scale range, UPDRS, and Beck’s Depression Inventory (BDI) score. We also performed the tests in 30 age- and sex-matched healthy controls. Participants had no cerebral parenchymal lesion or atrophy nor signs of dementia. They were not exposed to drugs that might potentially influence the dopaminergic system.

**Design**

Parkinsonian patients took 250 mg levodopa/benserazide (Madopar\textsuperscript{6}) within a standardized protocol that minimized factors such as absorption of levodopa, sleep deficits, etc.\textsuperscript{18,19} All were taken off medication for at least twelve hours before test performance. Oral application of the peripherally acting dopamine receptor blocker domperidone (Motilium\textsuperscript{8}) (40 mg t.i.d.) reduced the intensity and appearance of side effects after levodopa intake.\textsuperscript{20} The last administration of 40 mg domperidone was 30 minutes before levodopa application. We performed testing before (time point: 0 = baseline), then 30, 60 and 90 minutes after levodopa intake in combination with simultaneous scoring of PP with UPDRS III.\textsuperscript{21} Raters were blinded to the results.

**Peg insertion**

We asked subjects to transfer 25 pegs (diameter 2.5 mm, length 5 cm) individually from a rack into one of 25 holes (diameter 2.8 mm) in a computer-based contact board as quickly as possible. The distance between rack and appropriate holes was 32 cm. The board was positioned in the center and the task was carried out on each side. When transferring each peg from rack to hole, elbows were allowed to be in contact with the table. We measured the time interval between insertion of the first and the last pin, initially with the right- and then the left hand. We assessed the time period for this task to 100 ms accuracy using a computer. The peg insertion result (Table 2) represented the time of the task performance with the right and left hand in ms.\textsuperscript{22}

**Tapping**

Individuals tapped as quickly as possible on a contact board (3 cm x 3 cm) with a contact pencil for a period of 32 seconds after the initial flash of a yellow stimulus light. We did not control for peak height reached by the pencil. The board was positioned in the center and the task was carried out on each side. When performing the task, elbows were allowed to be in contact with the table. We obtained the number of contacts using a computer. We measured the frequency of tapping with the right and then with the left hand. The tapping rate represented the sum of tapping results of both hands (Table 2).\textsuperscript{22}

We allowed all participants to get familiar with both tasks for a time interval of 60 seconds to reduce learning or avoid training effects on test performance.\textsuperscript{23,24}

**Statistics**

Data showed a normal distribution according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnow test. As a result, we only performed parametric tests. We used ANCOVA with repeated measures design including UPDRS I, II, III, BDI-score, sex and age as covariates. Then we performed a post hoc analysis with planned comparisons of data of both instrumental tasks and UPDRS III scores of both arms (selection of items according to Müller et al\textsuperscript{25}) at baseline versus measurements after 30, 60 and 90 minutes. Comparisons between PP and controls were computed with the t-test for independent samples with an \( \alpha \)-adjustment to 0.025 in each group. We calculated the mean change of UPDRS III arm score and data of both motoric tasks at the various time points with the formula: \((30 \text{ min} + [60 \text{ min} + [90 \text{ min}])/3 – [0 \text{ min}]) = \text{mean change}\). We did not additionally compute results for each side separately in order to reduce the amount of data and calculations. Linear regression was employed for correlation analysis. P-values below 0.05 were significant.

**Ethics**

Each subject gave informed consent. The local ethical committee approved this study.
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Legend: B = benserazide, C = carbidopa, DA= Dopamine agonist; BDI = Beck’s Depression Inventory; H&YS = Hoehn and Yahr Scale; LD = levodopa, SD = standard deviation; PP= parkinsonian patients; UPDRS = Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; I = mental behaviour; II = activities of daily living; III = motor examination.
Table 2: Data at various time points of previously untreated-, treated PP and matched controls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>time point</th>
<th>CO previously untreated PP</th>
<th>CO treated PP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
<td>370.3±29.0</td>
<td>320.4±35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIS mean±SD</td>
<td>808.9±93.5</td>
<td>1073.1±233.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U mean±SD</td>
<td>13.8±6.2</td>
<td>11.6±6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>6.3E-0.7</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T = Tapping rate; PIS = time interval for peg insertion [ms]; p = p-values of planned comparisons (post hoc analysis) between baseline data (0) and measurements 30, 60 and 90 minutes after levodopa intake in both groups of parkinsonian subjects (significant p-values are bold); U = UPDRS III arm score; SD = standard deviation; PP = parkinsonian patients; CO = controls, 0 = baseline before levodopa/benserazide intake; 30, 60, 90 minutes after levodopa/benserazide intake.

RESULTS

Comparisons
There were significant differences of tapping rates (previously untreated PP: p = 0.001; treated PP: p = 0.009) and peg insertion results (previously untreated PP: p = 0.0002; treated PP: p = 2.47E-05) of PP in comparison with controls.

Tapping significantly worsened after intake of levodopa in previously untreated PP (F[3,45] = 4.70, p = 0.006; effect of covariates: F (Wilks' Lambda) = 0.04, p = 0.23). Treated PP showed no significant change of tapping after levodopa intake (F[3,39] = 0.56, p = 0.64; effect of covariates: F = 0.18, p = 0.27) (Table 2).

Time intervals for peg insertion significantly shortened after intake of levodopa in previously untreated PP (F[3,45] = 5.94, p = 0.0016; effect of covariates: F = 0.03, p = 0.14) and in treated PP (F[3,39] = 3.19, p = 0.034; effect of covariates: F = 0.01, p = 0.09) (Table 2).

Scored motor symptoms of both arms significantly improved in *de novo* PP (F[3,45] = 14.20, p = 1.21E-06; effect of covariates: F = 0.006, p = 0.006 [UPDRS III at 0 min: Beta (regression coefficient) = 0.57, p = 0.001; 30 min: Beta = 0.55, p = 0.003; 60 min: Beta = 0.48, p = 0.006; 90 min: Beta = 0.42, p = 0.001]) and treated PP (F[3,39] = 11.39, p = 1.7; effect of covariates: F = 0.001, p = 4.3E-09 [UPDRS III at 0 min: Beta = 0.52, p = 9.12E-05; 30 min: Beta = 0.61, p = 0.001; 60 min: Beta = 0.39, p = 0.01; 90 min: Beta: 0.44, p = 0.015]) (Table 2).

Correlation analysis
No significant associations appeared between changes of UPDRS III arm scores and of results of both tests in treated and previously untreated PP. There were no correlations between the changes of tapping and peg insertion in both groups of PP. No significant impact of age, BD1-, UPDRS I-, UPDRS II-, UPDRS III-arm score were found on the results of the tests in both groups with the exception of significant correlations between results of the instrumental tests and UPDRS I (peg insertion: R = 0.51; p = 0.04; tapping: R = -0.51; p = 0.046), UPDRS part II (peg insertion: R = 0.56; p = 0.023) and UPDRS III (arm) score (inserting of pegs: R = 0.57; p = 0.021) in untreated PP. No influence of sex or age on tests appeared in the controls. No serious adverse events occurred in either group. Seven PP (untreated: four; treated: three) complained of fatigue. Yawning did not appear.

DISCUSSION

Both instrumental tasks differed between PP and controls, but a certain overlap of data occurred with both methods (Table 2). Both tests only reflect motor impairment of upper limbs with a certain superiority of the pegboard-like task due to the significant correlations between scored motor impairment and test outcomes. They do not represent specific diagnostic markers for PD, because other diseases or fatigue may also influence fine motor skills.

UPDRS III arm scores and time periods for peg insertion significantly improved after levodopa application. The delayed response of treated PP in the pegboard-like task may result from delayed gastrointestinal absorption of levodopa, a typical problem of advanced PD.

The main finding of our study is the significant worsening of the tapping rate in previously untreated PP in contrast to treated PP after levodopa intake. This deterioration of tapping abilities in previously untreated PP could result from an upregulated presynaptic inhibitory feedback regulation, particularly in the dorsal putamen.

This feedback mechanism may act to maintain congruity within the dopaminergic system in response to dopaminergic drugs. However, chronic dopaminergic therapy diminishes this autoreceptor function mediated inhibitory feedback regulation and induces some slowly evolving postsynaptic pharmacodynamic changes in the central nervous system. Therefore, treated PP showed no decrease of tapping rates. Moreover, tapping represents a task with repetitive performance and programming of standardized movements. This
requires less cognitive effort, since the subject may create a fixed habit tendency with a consistent, attentive saving of cognitive resources.\textsuperscript{26,35-37} In this regard, individuals seem to help themselves during their tapping procedure by learning a standardized performance of a certain sequence of movements based on automatic function of a cognitive set.\textsuperscript{35,36} This more automatic functioning of the attentional control and selective attentional processing is relatively intact in PD.\textsuperscript{38-40} In contrast, performance of inserting of pegs requires more complex sequences of movements. Thus, this task is more dependent on visuospatial cognition, self-elaboration of internal strategies, sorting and planning, all of which are influenced by the modulatory role of the basal ganglia on association areas of the prefrontal cortex.\textsuperscript{40} Therefore, this test is more vulnerable to parkinsonian attention and cognition deficits.\textsuperscript{35,36,39,41}

This cognitive deficit results from a dysfunction of dopaminergic pathways of mesial and dorsolateral prefrontal regions due to the dopaminergic deficit in the caudate.\textsuperscript{37,40,42} Peg insertion improved after levodopa intake, since striatal brain dopamine levels modulate movement.\textsuperscript{37,42,43} However, inserting of pegs needs shifting complex information processing requiring different kinds of visual, cognitive and sensory inputs, all of which are altered in PD.\textsuperscript{38,39,41} Additionally, performance of peg insertion repeatedly involves the subject in novel situations and therefore requires greater cognitive efforts.\textsuperscript{42} This test seems to be less sensitive to sedative modes of action of levodopa, since paradigms with a need for greater cognitive efforts are less susceptible to fatigue.\textsuperscript{35,36,41,44} There is growing but controversial evidence for dopamine receptor-mediated sedation, since PP often complain of fatigue following intake of dopaminergic drugs and clinicians have observed yawning as an aura for onset of levodopa-induced “on” phases in PD.\textsuperscript{45-47} Long-term dopaminergic stimulation induces tolerance to nausea and hypotension, but no study has demonstrated tolerance to fatigue.\textsuperscript{48} Our results of reduced tapping abilities in previously untreated PP may support the hypothesis that there is greater sedation from less dopamine tolerance.\textsuperscript{44}

A further explanation for the worsening of tapping in \textit{de novo} PP is that there is overdosage of levodopa. Dopamine overflow reduces cognition processing speed in the prefrontal cortex, disturbs the balance between cholinergic and dopaminergic neurotransmission and causes a reduced cholinergic function in prefrontal areas.\textsuperscript{49-52} Treated PP were not sensitive to dopamine overflow because of their striatal dopaminergic deficit or their previous dopaminergic therapy.

As we did not compare two exactly matched groups of PP, we used age, UPDRS and BDI scores as covariates in the statistical analysis. Varying plasma halflife of levodopa could also influence our results, therefore we repeatedly performed the tests and the rating with UPDRS III arm.\textsuperscript{21} Additionally, we did not place our participants on low protein diets. Thus, we reduced the impact of proteins and large neutral amino acid levels on absorption, metabolism and transport of levodopa across the blood-brain barrier.\textsuperscript{28,33-35} Our study design cannot exclude the impact of learning on results of tests despite only one minute of training. Therefore, our results perhaps should be repeated in a masked fashion, over a longer period, for instance over four hours, to confirm and expand the observations.\textsuperscript{56} A direct detailed evaluation of “cognition” would also support the value of such a trial.

In conclusion, our study indicates that results of some tests, perhaps with lower cognitive demands, deteriorate after levodopa application in previously untreated PP but not in long-term treated PP, taken off medication for at least 12 hours. Therefore the usefulness of tapping tasks is questionable and reassessments of these types of protocols may be indicated.\textsuperscript{51,57} Since motor impairment and only peg insertion improved in our trial, future studies should consider the impact of previous long-term dopaminergic substitution and cognitive efforts for performance.
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